

Welcome to Nature’s Classroom  By Grace, Mallory, Claire, & Linnea


Hello readers! Our names are Grace, 
Mallory, Claire, and Linnea. We are going 
to tell you a little bit about Nature’s Class-
room and some of the fun things we did. 
We had a lot of fun and the 4th graders in 
this school will want to know more about 
this. If you are not a fourth grader, that’s 
ok too. We will tell you what to expect. 
Nature’s classroom may be a little scary at 


first, but you have so much fun that you 
will forget that you were scared in the first 
place. The chaperones and counselors are 
very nice and supportive. Be nice to them 


because they have come all around the 
country just for you to have fun in nature. 
Here are pictures of some things we did.


Franny—New dog joins us at the police station!     By Zoë F.
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Franny & Officer Tim (Photo by Zoë F.)


Above: On Wednesday we had what was called the Science Fair. We learned a lot about science 
and did science experiments. It was a blast because we did so many different experiments. 
There was one station that a counselor set a tea bag on fire and it flew. Awesome right?


Left: Every night, after dinner and dessert, we wrote in our journals about what we did that 
day. We wrote about evening activities, morning activities and the most fun thing we did that 
day. It was pretty relaxing and settled us down from our amazing days.


Her name is Franny and she is replacing Dusty. 
Detective Fortunato and Dusty have left to go 
back to their hometown so they won’t be here to 
serve us anymore. Luckily Franny has joined the 
police station for an amazing time. She can help 
kids who are struggling with something. Even if 
someone is scared of dogs, hopefully Franny will 
turn around like she isn’t paying attention. This 
is what Dusty used to do. Franny is seventeen 
weeks old and she is a chocolate lab with smooth 
brown fur. She loves to play with kids. She has 
brown eyes. She is trained to sit. Everyone has 
enjoyed her being at HES. Officer Tim has taken 


the responsibility of taking care of this wonderful 
dog. Franny is going to be a comfort dog and not 
a service dog that sniffs out danger. On Novem-
ber eighth and 
ninth Officer Tim 
brought Franny 
to the school by 
the doors to the 
front office. Fran-
ny is not a jumpy 
excited dog, she 
is a calm and non-
jumpy dog. (Illustration by Zachary H.)
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Welcome to Nature’s Classroom (continued)


On Thursday, we went to the beach and went to the Nature Center. We saw so many 
cute and interesting animals. We played a lot of games and had a lot of fun. 


At the beach, we went crab hunting. 


We caught a crab! Also some 


people collected insects and other 


creatures, too. It was the best. 


On Thursday we played Predator vs. Prey. Everytime someone says Predator vs. Prey you 
say “Only the strong survive, Huh!” In this picture, they are talking about the rules of 
Predator vs. Prey. How you play is you get to pick a slip of paper out of a bowl and it says 
an animal. For example, you could get the frog. Then you go to the frog group. The top 
of the food chain is the hawk and the bottom of the food change is the bugs. If you are a 
hawk you are trying to tag all the animals so they join the hawk team. Try not to get eaten!


n Tuesday and Wednesday we would have what were called classes. 
One of the classes was called Wood Furniture. You would make 
furniture and structures made out of wood. It was so fun!


Left: We went to the farm to look at some really awesome and cute farm 
animals. You could pet their soft, warm, and smooth fur. You could also 
feed them hay or grass to fill their tummies.


Nature’s classroom can be a little overwhelming or scary 
at first, but by the end of the trip, most of us did not want 
to leave! One thing I thought was good was that you got 
to split your homeroom in half so you got to hang out 
with people you may not hang out with often and you 
mixed it up with kids in your bunk room and at your 
table. In the end we had an amazing time with kids we 
were familiar with but got to know better  and became 
best friends.
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Things to Know about Mexico  By Marguerite E.


About Food in Mexico
One popular food in Mexico is posole, 


a traditional corn stew.  For more than 
100 years this stew has been known 
around Mexico. For dessert Mexicans can 
choose a variety of yummy treats such as, 
tres leches, a very popular summer treat. 
This sponge cake is soaked in 3 different 
types of milk and served cold. The tasty 
flan is another traditional dessert. It is 


baked custard covered in a gooey caramel 
sauce. If you want to have something a 
little lighter, there is a paleta from a street 
cart. This yummy pop is made from the 
freshest fruit and they leave it to freeze.


Mexico’s Important Holidays
How did Cinco de Mayo start? 


Well when the French invaded Mexico 
and attempted to make it a French colony 


back in 1862, Mexico wanted 
to remain independent. On the 
5th of May, Mexico won the war 
and that's the story of Cinco de 
Mayo.


What is Day of the Dead 
for?  The Day of the Dead started 
1,000s of years ago. This is a spe-
cial day to remember loved ones 


that have passed on.  


Indigenous People and More about them
Mexico's Indigenous people are the 


Aztecs and the Mayans. Aztecs and May-
ans are very important to Mexico.  The 
Aztecs were Native American people 
who lived in Mesoamerica. They ruled 
the Aztec empire from the 14th century 
to the 16th century. The name “Aztec” 
comes from the phrase “people from Azt-
lan”. Legends say that Aztlan was the first 
place the Aztecs ever lived.


The Maya civilization and Mayan reli-
gion. They lived there for a long time and 
Mayan people live there today. The May-
ans lived there 4,000 years ago (about 
2000 BC). At that date, complex societies 
were living in the Mayan region. 


• Capital city: Mexico City


• Population: about   
 128,916,516 people


• National language: Spanish   
 (spoken by 90% of the people)


• Important holidays: Day of the Dead  
 (Diá de Muertos) and Cinco De Mayo


• Physical features of the land: 
 Deserts, jungles, mountains,  
 volcanoes, beaches


• Plants and Animals: jaguars, 
 howler monkeys, iguanas


• Indigenous people: 
 Aztecs and Mayans


Poll: “Do You Like the Water?”   By Andrew O.
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Canada  By Ella B.


Elephants  By Hollyannah L.


• Capital city: Ottawa


• National languages: French and English


• Population: around 38,000,000


• Important Holidays: Boxing Day, 
 Victoria Day, Canada Day, Thanksgiving 


Did you know that we lose about 100 
elephants a day, or 30,000 a year? This is 
because people are poaching, or illegally 
killing, elephants. Why? That’s a great 
question!


Elephants are in trouble. But how? 
People are poaching elephants for their 
ivory tusks, which usually go to Asia 
or the US , which they then take and 
carve designs into, then they get sold. If 
you buy these ivory designs, your social 


status goes up. The 5 largest consuming 
countries are China, Philippines, Thailand, 
Vietnam, and the US.


On the bright side, we do have some 
ideas that might bring up the population 
of elephants. One of those ideas is to 
lessen the social status of owning the 
ivory and make buying it socially unac-
ceptable, which will hopefully bring down 
the demand. If you don’t want to buy this 
ivory because you too think it is bad, you 


can teach people you know about it and 
explain why. Then they might pass it on, 
and it’ll make it easier to convince people 
to stop buying the ivory. 


 If something doesn’t happen quickly, 
or people aren’t stepping in to help this 
cause, we might be the generation to 
lose elephants, and that wouldn’t be very 
good, because the ecosystem and food 
chains affected by that could be changed 
forever, and probably not in a good way.


Photo Credit: Brantley Casady/Pixabay


Fun Facts About Elephants 
• Elephants are the largest 
 land animal on Earth.


• Elephants have 150,000 
 muscle units in their trunk.


• Their tusks are actually teeth.


• Elephants are constantly eating.


• They communicate   
 through vibrations.


• Elephants never forget, in other  
 words, they have great memory.


🐘
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Snakes  By Hollyannah L.
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How a Wing Works By Landis C.


Photos by Adelaide W.


This is one of my favorite goats. She used to be very stubborn 
but now she’s just a little stubborn and mostly friendly. This is my friend's clubhouse. My friends and I have been meeting 


each other and we are planning to have a club that kids can join! It 
is a Wings of Fire club based off of fairy tales!This is my dog Hunter. Hunter is very 


friendly and very sweet. He loves to 


play fetch!


A wing works when the air flows over the wing and 
under the wing. If you have flown on a plane before 
the wing has a rounded surface on the top and a flat 
surface on the underside of the wing. The top of the 
wing is a longer distance because it is rounded, and the 
underside is flat so it is less distance, and for the air to 
reach the end of the wing the top air needs to move 
faster than the bottom air. This creates low pressure on 
the top of the wing and high pressure on the bottom 
of the wing, and high pressure wants to move towards 
low pressure which pushes the wing up. Now you know 
how a wing works.


By Sam M. & John D.
Soccer


32 votes


Baseball
6 votes


Basketball
12 votes
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Things to do if you’re 
a Rainbow Diamond 


By Ella B.
 Be bright like the sun


Be shiny like a mirror 


Get drenched in colorful rainbows 


Get put in a display case


Be crystal clear like an ice cube 


Be put on a rainbow satin pillow 


Be a Rainbow Diamond


School 
By Caroline and Emily


Sitting at my desk 


Cutting my paper


Hard work 


Ouch I cut my finger 


Outside recess


Lunch helps me build strength 


Fish   By Ella B.


Watch them swim around
Any color! Orange, white, and more!
Wow!
I love fish so much!


Photo sourced by Brantley (Casady/Pixabay)


Mime   By Sierra S.


I’m writing about a mime 


A mime that can’t rhyme 


Even though he has a big mind 


He can’t spell climb 


He is still my favorite mime


WATER BOTTLE   By Arya N.


Water bottle, water bottle, so blue and bright,


only 24 oz but that's alright 


Water bottle, water bottle, with autopop life is nice


Water bottle, water bottle is a weird shape


and definitely not from the Cape 


poetry corner
Winter


Snow   
By Marguerite & Summer


S: snow is delicate on the ground


N: nice and cold. 


O: oh so nice     


W: what fun it is to catch snowflakes


Hanukkah   by Lucy L.


Last year Hanukkah 


was December 


7th to 15th.


How I celebrate 


Hanukkah is lighting 


The menorah we also


Spin the dreidels


And eat latkes.
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We are reviewing Harry Potter, movie 
number one. The main characters are 
Harry, Ron and Hermione. The setting 
is at Hogwarts.  At the beginning of the 
movie Professor McGonagall and Profes-
sor Dumbledore wait for Hagrid to drop 
Harry Potter off at the Dursley’s house. In 


the middle of the movie, Harry finds out that he’s a wizard and goes 
to Hogwarts and makes friends named Hermione and Ron. At the 
end of the movie, Harry Potter fights Voldemort for the Sorcerer's 
Stone. Harry has a feast and Gryffindor wins. We like the movie and 
we recommend it for ages 7 and up.


Interview with Ms. Keane   By Zoë F. & Anna F.


Interview with Ms. Keane
By John C.


Q: What would you do if you 
didn't teach?
A: Work as a graphic designer


Q: What is the scariest thing 
you did in your life? 
A: Cut off a piece of finger 
when using scissors wrong 


Q: What is your favorite 
memory from your childhood?
A: Hide & seek under trees 
with my little sister


Q: Where is your favorite 
place to go with your friends?
A: Crust coffee shop & 
Worcester Art Museum 


Q: Do you have any students 
that graduated?
A: Yes


Thank you for doing this with 
me!


Q: How long have you been 
teaching?
A: I have been teaching for 
thirteen years.


Q: What is your least favorite 
color?
A: Red or Orange


Q: How did you develop your 
passion for teaching?
A: I volunteered for teaching 
for something called Peace 
Games.


Q: How long have you been 
living in Worcester?
A: Ten whole years


Q: If you could change your 
eye color what would you 
change it to?
A: Green


Q: If you could eat one food 
for the rest of your life, what 
would you eat?
A: Tacos


Q: Do you like teaching math 
or do you want to teach 
something else like science? 
A: Math


Q: Would you rather fly like a 
bird or swim like a fish? (You 
can be a flying fish)
A: Fly like a bird


Q: If you could live anywhere 
in the world, where would it 
be?
A: North Hampton, Mass.


Q:What is the most exotic 
place you have been?
A: The Netherlands


Q: Would you rather eat a 
bad apple or a bad banana?
A: Bad apple


Q: What was your job before 
you became a teacher?
A: I was a barista (It means a 
coffee shop worker)


Q: Where did you live when 
you were a kid?
A: Leominster and Fitchburg


Q: Where is your favorite 
place to get a donut in 
Worcester?
A: It used to be Glazy Susan 
but it closed so now it is 
Roccos


Movie Review:
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone  By Cece, Ava, & Nora
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Upcoming Husky Headlines Meetings
Friday, Janurary 19,  2024 at 8:00 a.m.
Friday, February 2,  2024 at 8:00 a.m.
Friday, February 16,  2024 at 8:00 a.m. 


Meetings are open to third through fifth graders. All HES 
students and teachers are welcome to submit writing, photos, 
and illustrations.


Send to: huskyheadlines@psharvard.org


Jimmy and Johnny   By James N., Jacob B., & Andrew O.


One normal day Jimmy and Johnny 
were driving to the grocery store. VROOM 
VROOM VROOM. All of a sudden Johnny 
shouts “Look at that billboard Jimmy it's 
the rocket couch 2.0!” “And it's only one 
million dollars,” Jimmy yelled enthusiasti-
cally. “Oh wait, it's one million dollars.”


The next day Jimmy and Johnny were 
driving to the beach. It was the warmest 
day of the summer with a peak heat of one 
hundred ten degrees fahrenheit. Jimmy 
wanted to scuba dive while Johnny want-
ed to play volleyball on the beach. Jimmy 
demanded Johnny scuba dive. Eventually, 
Johnny caved in. They were getting ready 
to dive when Jimmy told Johnny that they 
had a better chance of finding one thou-
sand grand scuba diving than they did  
playing beach volleyball. Once they swam 
down about fifty feet Johnny spotted 


something gleaming brightly about twenty 
feet ahead. As they swam closer they saw 
a treasure chest surrounded by a school of 
brightly colored fish laying on the golden 
sandy ground. They pushed their way 
through the wall of fish and they grabbed 
a hold of the chest and yanked it free and 
swam to the surface. As they made their 
way to their car Jimmy thought out loud “I 
wonder how much is in this chest?”


After they drove home, they cracked 
open the chest and dumped it out. They 
started to count the loot, but a quarter way 
through Johnny fell asleep. Jimmy kept 
counting the golden coins. 4,050, 4,051,  
4,052, 4,000-50-zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.  
The next day they finished with a grand 
total of $999,999.99. Then they found a 
penny under the couch to bring them to 
$1,000,000.


“WE’VE HIT THE JACKPOT, JIMMY!” 
Johnny screamed at the top of his lungs.


“Get in the car, Johnny!” Jimmy  
demanded.


“Okay, Okaaay!” Johnny answered. 
Jimmy hit the gas and raced to the rock-
et couch place. They forgot the chest of 
money so they raced back to the house, 
grabbed it and lugged it in the car. When 
they got back to the place they slammed 
it on the desk and demanded the rocket 
couch.


“Okay, we will fly it over to your house.” 
“YAY! YAY! YAY! YAY!” Jimmy and Johnny 
shouted in unison. 


The End
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Meltdown  By Andrew E.


Season’s Monster   By Eli F.
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One Day   By Vidwath S. & Samuel E..
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Spooder Man   By Zachary H.


PAC-MAN   By Eli F.
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Munchy the Lunchbag   By Eli F.
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Pokémon Sword & Shield   By Quin B. & Charlie H.


Issue 1 • Prologue 
Gloria


I ran and the guards were chasing me. I 
knew if they found out about this info they 
would awaken that Pokémon, Eternatus. 
When I rounded the corner they were 
waiting for me, that person Olena. 


“Give us the Eternatus files, now!” 
She yelled. I was cornered. I now had no 
choice. I sent out Inteleon, my water type 
Pokémon, the fully evolved form of Sobble. 


“Go Inteleon use water cannon” I yelled.


Water spewed out of Inteleon’s hands. 
The guards were blinded, now was my 
chance. I ran, it was all I could do, Leon 
sent me out so I could collect these, but 
now, this organization wanted them.


“I think its Team Yell” I had told Leon 


“I don’t know, this is all fishy,” he replied.


I knew that this wasn't Team Yell, but 
who were they?


I ran down a long hall. It sounded like 
they weren’t chasing me. Then I saw an 
elevator at the end of the hall. Yes! I could 
get to the top and escape. I ran with all 
my might and I made it into the elevator 
and chose the top floor. I sighed with relief 
after all I had just made it out of the hands 
of this organization. Once I made it to the 
top I would use one of my flying Pokémon 
to get me away so I could deliver the files.


I made it to the top and the door 
opened. This room was huge but it was 
empty but had Dynamax energy and a 
battlefield. Then Olena stepped out of the 
shadows.


“Hello my girl, You are trapped, what 
will you do? Battle.” She said,


There was nothing I could do, I came all 
this way and now It was over just like that. 
Then I looked at my arm, my Dynamax 
band. 


“You are right I am going to battle” I 
yelled!  I grabbed my Pokéball with In-
teleon out of my pocket “Time to go big, 
GIGANTAMAX!!!” I yelled,


My pokéball grew huge and I threw 


it and a giant Inteleon appeared where I 
threw it.


I was pouring everything I had into this 
and I was not giving up now!


Chapter 1
Nate


I woke up and got out of bed. I took 
out my phone to check the latest news. I 
looked at the latest article, it was tips and 
tricks for new Pokémon trainers.  First, get 
supplies, like pokeballs, potions, and curry 
mix for making curry.  Next, get clothes for 
yourself, like a hat, a bag, and a sweater for 
cold weather, and Nikes, only Nikes. I got 
out my kicks and slipped them on, then I 
heard a call, it was my mom.


“What, Mom?” I moaned.


She yelled back, “Your friend Hop came 
over, Nate, he told me to get ready he’s 
waiting outside so get ready!”


 I rushed downstairs and put on my hat, 
sweater and put on my bag and rushed 
outside yelling


“Bye mom!” Before she could respond I 
was out into the fresh open air.   


Hop, my enthusiastic friend, was wait-
ing with his Pokémon partner Wooloo the 
moment I stepped out.


“Hello bud, I heard Lee was at Wedge-
hurst Station so I decided we should go and 
bring him home after all, for him directions 
are a lost cause.” He said in an excited tone. 
We decided to race since we needed to get 
there. Quickly, we got ready and rushed 
down the hill leading down to Wedgehurst. 
Luckily I kinda had a head start so I rushed 
down looking to the left and seeing a lot 
of tiny moving shapes, probably Pokémon. 
To make a long story short I beat him by a 
lot, then I looked forward and I saw a huge 
crowd gathering around something. It was 
the Galar champion Leon! There were a lot 
of questions running around.  


“How do you become this strong?” 


“Is it possible to become as strong as 
you?” 


Leon answered back, “You can if you 


have a Pokémon partner.” 


Then Hop yelled, “Hey Lee, it's  your 
number one fan!!”


“Hop is that you?”, answered Leon. 


“Yup, time for you to come home, come 
on!” Both siblings raced up the slanted 
hill, and I followed up behind them at a 
frightening speed. When we got back 
Hop’s mom was waiting while grilling what 
looked like meat kabobs.


“Hey, I heard that you guys wanted 
gifts,” Leon asked. 


“Yes!!!” Hop and I said in unison. Leon 
grabbed 3 Pokéballs out of his pocket.


“No way!” we yelled in unison. He threw 
them all. A monkey like Pokémon came 
out, a bunny like Pokémon came out, and a 
little blue baby lizard came out. 


“These are the galar starters, pick one 
out.” Leon said. We were so amazed we 
nearly fainted. 


“Here mate, you can pick first, after 
all I already have a Pokémon” says Hop. I 
looked at all of the Pokémon. Sobble the 
water lizard Pokémon looked really cool 
when it evolved. Grooky loved music and 
so did I, but the one that really interested 
me was Scorbunny who was chill, liked 
soccer and was strong in all traits like me. 


“I want Scorbunny,” I said out loud. I 
reached out to Scorbunny 
and it reached its sole 
foot towards my hand 
and there we formed 
our bond. Hop 
then decided 
that he want-
ed Grooky. So 
we got ready to 
eat. Me and Scor-
bunny licked 
the kabobs 
clean, and 
then Leon 
asked me to 
go home. I 
didn't want to 


Credit: Boonzeet on DeviantArt
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disrespect the Pokémon champion of galar 
so I walked home with Scorbunny by my 
side. 


When I got home I asked, "Mom, am I 
good enough to be a  Pokémon trainer?”  
but she was asleep like she didn’t care ei-
ther way. I went up to my room pondering 
that question, then I heard my phone ring-
ing. I checked my phone and it said Hop 
texted me, “Tomorrow, wanna battle?” I 
replied yes and then I put my phone away 
and drifted off to sleep.  


Chapter 2
Nate


The next day I rushed to get my stuff 
on and took Scorbunny out of its Pokéballs 
then me and my partner Scorbunny raced 
out the door. I met Hop outside and gave 
him a high five and we raced down to 
Hop’s house.  When we got to his house, 
Hop threw 2 Pokéballs into the air. His 
main partner before Leon gave us new 
Pokémon- Wooloo, a sheep like Pokémon 
and of course Grooky, the grass monkey.


“Here our legend begins and of course 
I’m the hero” said Hop.  We slowly walked 
onto the battlefield and Scorbunny walked 
in front of me. He grabbed Wooloo and 
put it in front of him and there the battle 
began! Wooloo charged at Scorbunny, he 
was knocked back and then, Scorbunny 
kicked Wooloo back.  Then Wooloo was 
too tired to keep going so he compliment-
ed it then sent it back to its pokeball. Next 
he sent out Grooky and made a cool plant 
that kept hitting Scorbunny  


 
 


“Scorbunny use fire kick!” I yelled. And 
Scorbunny’s feet flashed orange and 
Scorbunny charged, jumped onto Grooky's 
head and jumped.  Flames flickered all 
around the stadium but soon the flames 
died out and when I could see again Grooky 
had fainted and the battle was over.  


After the battle Leon told us that he 
had to go, but had one more thing to tell 
us.“If you want any chance of getting into 
the gym challenge, first go to the lab in 
Wedgehurst to talk with Sonia.” And with 
that me and Hop raced off.


When we got to Wedgehurst we made 
an agreement “Shopping time!” We decid-
ed to split up before Sonia’s because Hop 
had to heal his Pokémon from the match. I, 
on the other hand, went to the poke store 
with their motto, “Berries, items and more 
for all trainers' needs.” 


When the automatic door opened I 
looked around and checked out all their 
stock from potions, to pokeballs. I ended 
up buying 10 potions and 20 Pokéballs. 


When I got back to the meeting spot, 
Hop wasn’t there. I took out my Scorbunny 
and a potion and healed it with the mys-
tifying spray. By the time Scorbunny was 
better than ever, Hop had arrived. “Lets go 
to the professor's house” we both yelled.


When we got to professor Sonia’s we 
heard the sound of a dog barking and the 
door opened. A nice looking lady with pink 
and orange hair stepped out with a brown 
and yellow dog like Pokémon  by her side. 


“My name is Sonia, you must be the 
two young kids Leon told me about. Come 
on in!” When Hop and I got inside we were 
awestruck at all the cool books there were. 


“Where was I? Oh I remember! You two 
need a Pokédex” Sonia told us. 


“Pokédexes?” “What are those?” I 
asked 


“Digital devices made for down-
loading data on Pokémon but sadly 
I don’t have any in my possession 
but, I think I do have some Rotom 
trained for Pokédex’s, Rotom!” 


Then 2 yellow pixel like 
Pokémon zoomed from 
upstairs. Maybe the at-
tic  I'm not sure. They 
zoomed in on us and 
slipped into our pock-
ets where we heard a screeching and when 
we took our phones out of our pockets 
they looked new. I looked at my apps and 
Pokédex was one of them “Woah!” Hop 
and I said in amazement. Sonia waved us 
goodbye but had one last thing to tell us. 
“My grams, Professor Magnolia, she is the 
one to convince Leon she’s of much higher 
caliber than me so go to her place, she's 
on Route 2. We waved goodbye and got 
on our way. I gave Hop 10 pokeballs for 
catching Pokémon. 


When me and Hop left, we were 
amazed at Route 2 filled with Pokémon 
everywhere. I saw a Yamper, that’s the dog 
Pokémon Sonia  has and began practicing 
what I did with Hop, I battled it. I started 
off by calling a fire kick which damaged it 
a lot with Scorbunny’s feet lighting up and 
jumping on its head. I unzipped my bag, 
took out a pokeball and threw it. It moved 
three times before the moving stopped. 
I caught it. I went on more of a catching 
spree.  I caught a bunch of new Pokémon 
like Galairien Zigzagoon, Spewpa, Rook-
idie,and Nikit. That's all but it was a lot 
of fun!  While I was catching, Hop went 
ahead. Then I saw the trainer and I looked 
at him. I was just a few steps away from 
the gates of Professor Magnolia. The train-
er sent out a Pokémon. It was the silvery 
bug Spewpa. I sent out Scorbunny because 
a big thing in Pokémon battles is weakness. 
Weakness in Pokémon battles are real life 
elements merging and making a winner. 
For example, fire type on grass types- 
fire burns grass. So that’s why I choose 
Scorbunny, a fire type against a bug type 
like Spewpa. I started out by using tackle 


Credit: Sylveon17 on DeviantArt


Credit: TJamieRose64 
on DeviantArt
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which did some damage against the enemy 
but not knocking it out. I was able to finish 
it off with moves like another tackle and a 
fire kick which knocked it out, the battle 
ended and I was the winner.


The next thing I knew I was in the gar-
den at Professor Magnolia's place. The pro-
fessor came out and she greeted me and 
next thing I knew Hop was right behind 
me. “Woah”


“I followed you, looks like you beat that 
trainer” 


“Did you beat him too?” 


 “Yup” With that we went over to the 
Professor and went inside.  Inside we 
talked with her about how Leon said we 
couldn’t enter the gym challenge and how 
Sonia said this was how we could get our 
registrations from you.


“I will give you registrations but… You 
will have to show me a good battle with 
2 Pokémon.” We were amazed and ex-
cited he told her we would and went out 
to the battlefield. For some reason Leon 
was there.  He told us he would give the 
registration for us if we do the battle. Now 
things are going our way. We sent out 
Pokémon. I chose my Rookidee. He chose 
a squirrel like Pokémon Sqovvet. And then 
we started the battle.


 “Rookidee use fury!” The Rookidee 
started flying in the air and dived at Sqov-
vet. The bird Pokémon clawed three times 
then jumped off.  By the time the attack 
was done Sqovvet was knocked out. Then 
a bright flashing was appearing around 
Rookidie.  By the time the light stopped a 
new Pokémon was there, Corvisquire. But 


soon Corvisquire had fainted because 
Sqovvet had the item rocky helmet 


which damaged the user and it already had 
taken damage from when I caught it. So 
now we each had one Pokémon I sent out 
Scorbunny and he sent out Grooky. Grooky 
used branch poke which he hit Scorbunny 
with a stick he’s carrying then, Scorbunny 
used fire kick which knocked him out.  The 
battle ended and I won.


After that Hop was disappointed “I can’t 
believe I lost” he moaned. Then we both 
made a wish. I didn’t know what he wished 
for, but I wished to be the champion. Then 
a meteor fell out of the sky and hit next to 
us. It was small but we both screamed.


 “What is that?” Hop trembled out.


“It's a wishing star, probably because 
you made a wish. You should go see the 
professor she knows the most about 
them.” We went inside of the professor's 
cozy house.  We started hulling the meteor 
inside. It was really heavy for a small size 
but somehow we did it. When we got in 
Leon and Professor Magnolia had a talk in 
the corner for about 20 minutes.  While 
they did that we played Game Pigeon on 
our phones which is a game with games 
in it. By the time they were done we had 
finished a game of mini golf, of course I 
won.  We had a fine dinner of pasta and 
the professor allowed us to stay the night 
because she had a surprise for us. We were 
supposed to sleep in 2 different rooms. I 
was interested in Sonia’s room because 
she was interested in Pokémon research 
but she had Pokémon battle posters on 
the wall. I couldn't ponder this long enough 
because we were led  into a room so the 
professor could make the surprise. I pon-
dered what the secret was, why Sonia had 
battle posters and not research stuff. The 
more I pondered it the more I questioned 
it and I walked onto the bed and flopped 
down. Soon I was fast asleep.


Chapter 3
Nate


I got out of bed and went downstairs. 
Hop was usually an early bird so he was 


in the room watching Leon battle, which 
made sense though, because his big broth-
er is his idol.  After all he’s the champion 
of galar. I admired the house.  It had nice 
rooms of yellow, pink, red and green.  
Books littered the walls, like this house was 
a library.


 I went into Hop’s room. It was cool, 
maybe Sonia’s dad’s room, but it lacked 
Pokémon. Like this guy had never met a  
Pokémon ever. Hop was working out when 
he heard me open the door “Hi!” he said.  
He turned the TV off then he tagged along 
with me so we could see the surprise.  
When we got down Professor Magnolia 
was waiting. 


“Good morning, you want to see the 
surprise?” she asked.


She took 2 bands out of the pockets on 
the cloak she was wearing. 


“No way” Hop said.


 “Dynamax bands” I said in awe.


“Yes they are now yours.” she gave us 
each a band and a book, The Guide to 
Galar.


“You should get your stuff and get go-
ing. You already have your recommenda-
tions” she said. 


We headed upstairs and got our bags 
and clothes.


“It's time for our adventure to begin” we 
both said.


We headed downstairs and out the 
door. We headed for Hop’s house to say 
our goodbyes. Once we got there we 
heard a sound.  A Wooloo was banging on 
a fence.


“Wooloo stop banging on that fence, 
you know that leads to the forbidden forest 
and we can’t go there, there are a bunch of 
bad Pokémon," he told the Pokémon. We 
weren’t worried so we went indoors, and 
said bye to his mom. When we got out the 
fence was broken. 


To be continued in the next issue…
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